Status of Hardware Delivery from SLAC

Eduardo do Couto e Silva
May 2, 2006
Next Delivery from SLAC

- Delivery Date
  - May 9 (worst case scenario)
    - goal is to have the equipment in Pisa for the workshop

- 28 V power supply with remote control
  - calibrated and ready to ship

- Uninterrupted Power Supplies
  - available from I&T
    - Gary is finding out how many

- Power Converters for EGSE with Italian and Swiss plugs
  - have been ordered
    - due to arrive this week

- Remaining ACD 3 tiles from QualUnit
  - Trying to find someone available to do the work
    - Procedures are available (thanks Alex!)
      » revised by John Canfield
    - LAT is shipping to NRL next week (conflict of resources)
      » If we can’t identify anyone Eduardo and Gary will do it (oops!)
Procurement of EGSE

Last delivery from SLAC most likely early June

• 3 computers already available from I&T
  • 2 Dell 1850 and 1 Dell Precision
    – 2 flat screen monitors will be provided by Italy (thanks Luca!)

• Hard Disks
  – 4 x 300 GByte disks for Dell 1850 machines
  – 2 x 300 GByte disks for XP10 machine
    – order has been placed

• Switches
  – Cisco 3750G with 24 ports
    – purchase order being prepared
  – KVM switch
    – purchase order being prepared

• Ric wants to test the whole set-up before delivery

• Do we have a standard 19 inch rack in the control room at CERN?
  – we may need one or two shelves for computers